1910     3    4  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about twenty degrees altitude observed from 7.45 p.m. to 11.00 p.m. Four shafts or beams of light of about 8o altitude shot up from near the crown or center of arch between 8.30 p.m. and 9.30 p.m.

1910     3    6  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o altitude observed from 6.45 p.m. to 10.50 p.m.

1910     3    8  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o observed from 9.00 p.m. to 11.00 p.m. It extended from NW to N.NE.

1910     3   27  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Sir: ‑
     I have the honor to report than an aurora was observed at this station on March 27, and that I inadvertantly failed to mention this fact on page 11, of form 1001, met'l for the month of March. I have therefore to request that the following remarks be added to the form in questin. "On March 27, an Aurora was observed between 7:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. It consisted of an arch of yellow light having an altitude of 30 degrees, and azimuth extending from 157.5o to 202.5o. After 8 o'clock grayish white streamers shot up from it, followed by a fading away effect. Meanwhile the moon was visible in the eastern sky.

1910     3   27  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o altitude and extending from N.NW. to N.NE. observed from 7.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. Waves of light and several shafts, of from 5o to 10o altitude appeared and disappeared in quick succession. The light had a rapid movement from west to east and extended over the sky from about W.SW. to E.SE.

1910     3   27  PORTLAND            MAINE
On the 27th instant an auroral display was observed from 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. There was no apparent arch formation, but it consisted wholly of beams of light (streamers) shooting from the horizon to the zenith. It was most brilliant at about 8:05 p.m. 

1910     3   27  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
A display of the Aurora Borealis was observed on the night of the 27th, from about 8.30 to 11.30 p.m. or later. There was little pulsation or variety of color noted, the light being more in the nature of a whitish, nebulous glow, and consisting of a band, or bow, reaching to an altitude of about 30o, from which streamers reached to perhaps 60o. The azimuth was estimated at 110o to 230o.

1910     3   27  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
A faint Aurora was observed from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. no streamers were visible; simply a band of light on the northern horizon resembling an arch.

1910     3   27  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
[monthly summary only]

1910     3   27  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
An aurora was observed on the 27th from 7.44 p.m. to 8.32 p.m. The display first began with an auroral arch, having an extreme altitude of 45 degrees, and extending from Azimuth 135 to Azimuth 225. The arch faded from view at 8.16 p.m. With the disappearance of the arch, streamers of light come into view, flashing intermittently until 8.24 p.m. Extending to different heights, some of the streamers reached the zenith. From 8.24 p.m. to 8.32 p.m., only a diffused light was observable.

1910     3   27  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
An auroral arch was observed from 8 to 9 p.m. Azimuth 160o to 200o. Altitude 15o. No especial features.

1910     3   28  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Faint beams of aurora observed from 9 to 10 p.m. Azimuth 170o to 190o. Altitude 10o to 45o. Flashed irregularly. Appeared similar to searchlight.

1910     3   30  EASTPORT            MAINE
Faint auroral arch of about 20o altitude observed from 8.30 p.m. to 9.15 p.m. It extended from about N.NW. to N.NE.

1910     4    1  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch (faint) pf about 15o altitude observed from 7.00 to 11.00 p.m.

1910     4    3  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 8.30 to 10.30 p.m. It extended from NW to NE. Three shafts or beams of light were observed between 9.00 and 10.00 p.m. They shot up towards the zenith but no movement from NW to NE or E to W.

1910     4    4  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 30o altitude observed from 10.00 to 11.00 p.m. It extended from NW to NE.

1910     4   11  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o altitude observed from 7.30 to 11.30 p.m.

1910     4   27  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
Keeper Remsen of Sankaty Light reports a well defined Aurora from 2 a.m. to 4 a.m.

1910     4   29  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral light, shaft of about 10o altitude observed from 8.40 to 9.20 in the East.

1910     5   18  PORTLAND            MAINE
At 11:33 p.m., May 18th, the first flash of an aurora was observed. There was a faint, but decided arch, in the north, which extended about 10o east and west of the meridian, as observed by the eye, without instruments, from a line drawn through Polaris. The arch was dark from the horizon to about 10o above, with glowing top 1o in elevation above the dark. The streamers were few, and irregular, and extended from 5o to 15o above the arch towards the zenith. At 12:15 a.m. all colors fused together, showing no marked arch nor vertical flashes. 

There was, however, a glow from the northwest, around by east, to southeast, through which, at times, could be seen waves of light moving from left to right, as one faced the east. The glow lasted until 12:40 a.m., and then gradually cleared in the north, and moved around, by the east, towards the south, leaving the sky clear and the stars shining plainly.

1910     5   24  PORTLAND            MAINE
A brilliant aurora observed from 8:25 p.m. to 9:40 p.m. on the 24th instant. In began in the form of streamers shooting up from the north to about 20o above the horizon, with occasionally a streamer that reached nearly to the zenith. At 8:40 p.m., the streamers disappeared behind clouds towards the northeast, and the lower light formed into an arch which extended about 60o east and west of the meridian and 30o towards the zenith. The arch, 1o in width, continued to increase slowly until 9:32 p.m. when it reached nearly to the zenith.

All this time the sky under the arch was perfectly clear, and Halley's comet and the stars could be distinctly seen.

1910     5   24  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
A display of aurora borealis was observed on the evening of the 24th, at about 9 p.m. The phenomenon was only imperfectly observed in this vicinity, for the reason that the northern sky was overcast with clouds, a thunderstorm prevailing to the northwest of the station at the time, and also because a full moon was out. The display was of short duration. It was also observed from other parts of the State.

1910     5   28  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A faint aurora was observed at 8.45 p.m. Beams of pale yellow reaching but a few degrees above horizon. Azimuth 160o to 200o at 10 p.m. had become very faint and was soon obscured by clouds.

1910     6    4  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A faint aurora was observed on the 4th from 10 p.m. An arch of pale yellow but few degrees above the horizon. Azimuth 160o to 200o.

1910     6    8  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 10.30 p.m. to 11.00 p.

1910     6   12  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral light (faint) observed from 11.00 to 11.30 p.m.

1910     7    4  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 10.30 p.m. to 11.30 p.m.

1910     7    4  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
A brilliant display of aurora borealis on the night of July 4‑5 was observed by many people in this vicinity.

1910     8   10  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
An aurora was observed shortly after midnight on the 10th. it consisted merely of a feint glow of light and lasted for perhaps half an hour. Altitude 35o, reaching from 135o to 225o azimuth.

1910     8   21  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o altitude observed from 8.40 to 9.50 p.m. Five shafts of light shot up towards the zenith. There was a rapid movement of the shafts from west to east between 9.00 and 9.30 p.m.

1910     8   21  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 7.45 p.m. Faint arch altitude 15o azimuth 160o to 200o At 8.15 p.m. a short segment appeared altitude 10o At 8.30 p.m. "dancers" flashed out over entire arch. colors pale green and pale red at times with faint beams of pale yellow extending upward 40o At 8.40 p.m. dancers had disappeared, the arch remained. Full moon interfered with display.

1910     8   28  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Faint auroral arch azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 10o to 20o was observed from 8.10 p.m. not well defined ending unknown.

1910     9    6  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A faint auroral arch was observed from 7.15 p.m. altitude 15o azimuth 160o to 200o. At 7.30 p.m. beams of pale greenish yellow began moving from west to east across region of arch the display continuing intermittently until 8.10 p.m. The arch remained but very faint. Two flashes of distant lightning were noted in the northeast at 8.30 p.m.

1910     9   10  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 8.20 p.m. to 10.45 p.m. 
1910     9   10  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A faint auroral arch was observed from 8.30 p.m. Altitude 10o azimuth 170o to 190o Not well defined. Very few clouds.

1910     9   24  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 30o altitude observed from 8.00 p.m. to 9.00 p.m.

1910     9   28  EASTPORT            MAINE
Faint auroral arch of about 15o observed from 8.00 p.m. to 9.00 p.m.

1910     9   29  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 8.20 p.m. to 9.10 p.m. It extended from N.NW. to N.NE. Three beams or shafts of about 8o shot up toward the zenith and receded at intervals between 8.30 p.m. and 9.00 p.m.

1910    10    2  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 7.15 to 9.00 p.m. It extended from N.NW. to NE. Two shafts or beams of about 8o appeared and disappeared at intervals between 8.00 and 8.40 p.m.

1910    10    2  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A faint auroral arch was noted at 7.45 p.m. Azimuth 165o to 195o. Not well defined and a large bank of clouds interfered with the display.

1910    10    3  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 7.20 to 9.00 p.m.

1910    10    3  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
There was an aurora observed on the 3rd from 10.40 p.m. to 11.30 p.m. It was not at all brilliant and consisted merely of a faint glow in the North.

1910    10    3  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First seen at 8.45 p.m. Color pale greenish yellow; in the form of a double arch with a narrow space between arches. Altitude of upper arch 10o azimuth 160o to 200o. At 8.50 p.m. beams of greenish yellow were moving across arch from east to west. The display was partly obscured by a bank of "magnetic clouds" almost due north 5o above the horizon. Faint at 10 p.m.

1910    10    7  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 7.30 p.m. Arch of pale yellow dark segment well defined. Altitude 5o to 10o azimuth 165o to 195o. At 8 p.m. beams of pale yellow extended above arch for 10o. At 9.15 p.m. the beams had disappeared and at 10 p.m. the arch was very faint.

1910    10   10  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Auroral arch first observed at 8 p.m. At 9.30 p.m. the arch was pale yellow altitude 40o to 45o azimuth 135o to 235o indistinct except from azimuth 135o to 170o which part showed moderate glow at times observed. At 10.10 p.m. the arch was very faint.

1910    10   11  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o observed from 9.00 to 10.00 p.m. It extended from NW to N.NE. Two shafts or beams between 9.30 and 10.00 p.m.

1910    10   12  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 6.45 to 9.40 p.m. It extended from NW to NE. Three shafts of light of about 7o observed from 8.30 to 9.30 p.m.

1910    10   26  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: A faint glow was noted in north from 7 p.m. At no time very distinct. Azimuth 160o to 200o Altitude 10o Continued at 11.30 p.m.


1911     1   12  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
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At 7 p.m. faint beams of an auroral light were noted azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 25o. The bright moonlight interfered with the display.

1911     1   24  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 8.40 to 10.00 p.m. It was somewhat obscured by clouds.

1911     1   24  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
A faint display of the aurora borealis occurred on the night of the 24th. The phenomenon was of short duration, lasting at the most thirty minutes, and it began at about 7 p.m. It may be described as having the appearance of a luminous, slightly arched, bank of clouds, stationary at an altitude of about fifteen degrees above the northern horizon. No moving streamers of light were observed.

1911     1   24  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First Observed at 7 p.m. Then in the form of a single arch azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 5o to 10o. At 7.15 p.m. the arch separated and became double shortly afterward "dancers" were moving across arch. At 7.30 p.m. the arch had disappeared except the dark segment and auroral beams were moving throughout the region where the arch had been. It extended upward 20o to 30o some of the beams showed greenish and pinkish shades but for the most part were of pale yellow.

1911     1   25  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 8.10 to 11.45 p.m. It extended from N.NE to NW.

1911     1   30  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 8.00 to 9.15 p.m. It extended from N.NW. to N.NE.

1911     1   31  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 6.45 to 9.15 p.m. It extended from NW. to N.NE.

1911     2    1  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 8.40 to 9.35 p.m. It extended from NW to N.NE.

1911     2   21  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 6.40 to 11.30 p.m. It extended from NW to NE.

1911     2   22  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 6.50 to 11.30 p.m. It extended from NW to NE. Three shafts or beams observed at intervals between 8.30 and 10.00 p.m. moving from W to E.

1911     2   23  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 7.00 to 11.00 p.m. It extended from N.NW. to NE. Two shafts of light about 8o shot up toward the zenith and receded at intervals between 10.00 and 11.00 p.m.

1911     2   24  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o observed from 9.30 to 11.30 p.m. It extended from NW to N.NE.

1911     2   25  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o observed from 9.00 to 11.30 p.m. It extended from N.NW. to N.NE.

1911     2   27  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o observed from 9.00 p.m. to 11.00. It extended from N.NW. to NE.

1911     2   28  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
There was a feint Aurora observed on the 28th. from 7:40 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Azimuth 150o to 210o approximately, altitude, 10o. Feint glow ‑ arch barely apparent, and there were no streamers observed.

1911     2   28  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 7.00 to 11.00 p.m. It extended from NW to NE. Between 7.30 and 8.00 p.m. the arch rose and fell rapidly. Between 7.40 and 8.00 two parallel arches were observed in the NE.

1911     2   28  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed 7.15 p.m. in the form of a double arch altitude 5o and 10o respectively. Azimuth 165o to 195o; greenish yellow. A few beams were noted azimuth 170o to 175o. Display very faint at 7.45 p.m. Ended during the night p.m.

1911     3    3  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o observed from 9.00 to 10.00 p.m. It extended from N.NW. to N.NE.

1911     3    4  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o observed from 8.00 to 11.00 p.m. It extended from NW to NE.

1911     3   21  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 25o altitude observed from 6.50 to 10.00 p.m. It extended from NW to NE.

1911     3   23  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o observed from 8.00 to 9.30 p.m. It extended from NW to NE.

1911     3   24  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 7.00 to 10.00 p.m. It extended from N.NW to N.NE.

1911     3   24  BURLINGTON          VERMONT 
Aurora: First observed at 8.20 p.m. altitude 10o azimuth 155o to 205o. At 10.20 p.m. the arch became double; at 10.30 p.m. dancers were moving across arch. Mostly pale yellow and indistinct except at short intervals when dancers showed pink and green; at 10.40 p.m. yellow beams were observed rising from arch. The display was indistinct at 10.50 p.m. and had disappeared at 11 p.m.

1911     3   28  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o observed from 8.45 to 950 p.m. It extended from N.NW to N.NE.

1911     4    1  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 8o observed from 10.30 to 11.45 p.m. It extended from N.NW. to N.NE.

1911     4    9  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
An Aurora was observed on the 9th, it was however but a brief display about 10.30 p.m. White streamers shown for a few moments. Correct data not obtainable.

1911     4   15  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o radius observed from 9.00 to 10.45 p.m. It extended from N.NW to N.NE. One beam or shaft of light of about 7o obs. in N.NW at 9.30 p.m.

1911     4   18  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 18o observed from 6.40 to 10.00 p.m. It extended from NW to NE.

1911     4   19  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 9.00 to 10.15 p.m. It extended from NW to NE.

1911     4   24  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 7.30 to 9.30 p.m. It extended from N.NW to N.NE.

1911     5   14  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 8.15 to 9.30 p.m. It extended from NW to NE.

1911     5   14  PORTLAND            MAINE
An aurora was reported as having been observed between 8:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. of the 14th instant.

1911     5   14  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: observed from 8.55 to 9.25 p.m. beams of pale yellow, azimuth 160o to 200o altitude of arch 10o.

1911     5   26  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 8.30 to 9.30 p.m. It extended from about N.NW to N.NE.

1911     5   30  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 8.00 to 11.30 p.m. It extended from NW to NE.

1911     6   30  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 8.20 to 10.50 p.m. It extended from N.NW to N.NE.

1911     7    1  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
An aurora was observed from 1:15 to 1:30 a.m. on the 1st. being merely a feint glow, and data was not attainable.
1911     7    7  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 8.45 to 10.00 p.m. It extended from NW to N.NE. Two shafts of about 7o appeared and disappeared at intervals in the N.NE. between 9.00 and 10.00 p.m.

1911     7    7  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: Time of beginning not known. At 9.15 p.m. was in the form of an imperfect arch of pale yellowish pink extending from azimuth 160o to 200o, altitude 6o. At 9.20 p.m. the arch faded and narrow beams of pale yellow flashed out some extending upward 45o one was noted moving westward to azimuth 230o this showed pale pinkish yellow; mostly very faint due to moonlight; at 9.45 p.m. had practically disappeared.

1911     8    3  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o altitude observed from 10.50 to 11.30 p.m. It extended from NW to NE.

1911     8   16  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A faint auroral arch was noted at 8:30 p.m. Azimuth 165o to 195o altitude 5o; color pale yellow. Very indistinct. Ending not known.

1911     8   19  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A faint auroral arch was observed at 10.15 p.m. At that time it extended from azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 5o with faint beams of pale yellow showing at intervals. The display ended during the night.

1911     8   23  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora first observed at 9 p.m. fairly well defined arch of greenish yellow. Azimuth 150o to 210o altitude 15o At 9.30 p.m. faint beams were showing and arch somewhat brighter. Ended during the night.

1911     9   19  PORTLAND            MAINE
A brilliant aurora was reported on the 19th as having been seen from 9:30 p.m. until 2 a.m. on the 20th. No further information could be obtained in regard to it.

1911     9   26  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 7:30 p.m. then a very faint arch of pale yellow azimuth 165o to 195o altitude 5o. A brighter second arch appeared at 8 p.m. azimuth 155o to 205o altitude 10o to 12o. At 9 p.m. the phenomenon was fading rapidly 

1911    10   10  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
There was a feint and bried auroral display from 7:30 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. on the 10th. It was merely a plain arch of light without any streamers. The bases were 157.5o and 202.5o azimuth, approximately: altitude of arch, 22o. estimated.

1911    10   10  EASTPORT            MAINE
Brilliant auroral arch of about 30o altitude observed from 6.00 to 11.30 p.m. It extended from NW to NE.

1911    10   10  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
On the night of the 10th, from about 8.00 to 9.00 p.m., an aurora borealis was observed, the streamers of which extended from perhaps 40 degrees to the zenith, in the northern sky.

1911    10   10  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
[monthly summary only]

1911    10   10  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
An aurora was first observed at 6 p.m. then in the form of a faint narrow arch altitude 10o azimuth 160o to 200o. At 6:30 p.m. this arch had broken up into beams and a second arch formed altitude 20o azimuth 145o to 215o beams of pale yellow extended upward 45o. At 7:15 p.m. the second arch had become broken and bright beams were extending upward to zenith. The rising moon was interfering with the display. At 9 p.m. the second arch could be faintly seen. Ended during the night p.m.

1911    10   24  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A faint auroral arch was observed from 7 to 8:30 p.m. azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 10o.

1912     1   11  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20 degrees altitude observed from 7.00 to 10.00 p.m. It extended from N.NW. to N.NE.

1912     1   12  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
An auroral arch but a few degrees above the horizon was observed at 6:45 p.m. azimuth 160o to 200o.

1912     2   25  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o degrees altitude observed from 10.00 to 11.00 p.m. It extended from N.NW to NE.

1912     4   16  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Faint glow observed from 9:30 to during night p.m. only a few degrees above the horizon.

1912    10   14  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees altitude, extending from NW to N.NE. observed from 6.00 to 6.45 p.m.
1913     3   30  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20 degrees observed from 9.30 to 11.00 p.m. It extended from N.NW. to N.NE.

1913     9    8  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees altitude observed at 10.30 p.m.

1914     3   24  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch (faint) of about 20 degrees radius observed from 8.30 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.

1914     5   31  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
A brief but brilliant auroral display was observed on the night of 31st. Details are lacking, except that it lasted from 8.35 to 8.45 p.m.

1914     6   26  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees altitude, extending from NW to NE, observed from 8.15 p.m. to 11.00 p.m.

1914     7    4  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees altitude observed at 11.00 p.m. and continued.

1914     7    5  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch ended about 3.00 a.m. It extended from Northwest to Northeast. Five shafts of light of about 9 degrees observed at 3.00 a.m. They shot up from arch toward zenith and then receded.

1914     7   29  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch (faint) observed between 9.15 and 11.00 p.m. About 15 degrees.

1914     9   17  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about ten degrees altitude, observed from 10 to 11 p.m.

1914     9   22  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about twelve degrees altitude, observed from 8 to 9 p.m.

1914     9   27  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
On the 27th an aurora borealis in the form of a pale whitish arc, low on the northern horizon from northeast to northwest, was observed at 7:15 p.m. and thereafter until 8:35 p.m. It was not noticeable at 9 p.m. the arc fluctuated slowly in brightness and the elevation of its highest part, the greatest altitude observed being 18o or 20o. An irregular or faintly defined mass of light extending a few degrees higher was observed at about the middle of the arc at 7:15, and this shape moved slowly along the arc over to northwest by about 7:30 p.m. Two broad vertical bands beneath the arc and a little west of north were suspected at 7:20 to 7:25, but not certainly observed.

1914     9   27  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about ten degrees observed from 7.15 to 7.45 p.m.

1914     9   27  PORTLAND            MAINE
A brilliant aurora was first observed at 6:45 p.m. on the 27th inst. It consisted of a small arch of light about 8 degrees above the northwestern horizon, bordering a dark ground having a bright spot‑light at the northern end. About 27 degrees above this another arch extended from the west to the northeast. Streamers appeared only between the lower and upper arches, continuing until 7:12 p.m. when they rapidly faded leaving the two arches much broader than when first observed. All light faded at about 8 p.m. The streamers occasionally reflected a purple light.

1914     9   27  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
A very unusual phenomenon for this latitude was a brilliant aurora which was observed on the evening of the 27th. by Mr. John Edwards of Ladd Observatory, Brown University. According to his report, the aurora was first visible shortly before 7:00 p.m., and consisted at that time of three brilliant auroral arches across the northern sky; while streamers were also visible between the second and third arches, moving back and forth along the arch. He describes the display as being of a distinctly green color. The display continued until about 9:00 p.m., by which time all but the lower arch had disappeared. On account of the numerous street lights in the vicinity of the office, the aurora was not observed at station.

1914     9   28  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees obs. from 11 to 11.50 p.m.

1914     9   30  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about ten degrees observed from 10 to 11 p.m.

1914    10   20  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch, faint, observed between 10.40 and 11.20 p.m. About 10 degrees altitude.

1914    10   28  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees altitude observed between 12.10 and 1.00 a.m. Waves of light shot up towards the zenith and moved rapidly from north to south.

1914    11    9  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Traces of the Aurora Borealis were noticeable at about 10.00 p.m. on the 9th. The sky showed long flashes of quavering light which could be seen until 10:30 p.m. when increasing cloudiness obscured the visitation.


1915     2   19  EASTPORT            MAINE
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Auroral arch of about 15 degrees altitude observed from 7.30 to 10.30 p.m. It extended from N.W. to N.NE.

1915     2   22  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch (faint) of about 10 degrees altitude observed from 8.30 to 9.00 p.m. It extended from N.N.W. to N.N.E. A band of light of about 4 degrees from 8.30 p.m. to 9.15 p.m. It extended across sky from southwest to northeast.

1915     3    4  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10 degrees observed from 7.45 p.m. to 9.00 p.m. It extended from Northwest to North‑northeast.

1915     3    7  EASTPORT            MAINE
Very brilliant auroral arch of about 20 degrees altitude observed from 7.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. It extended from Northwest to Northeast. 7 beams of light of about 8 degrees moved rapidly from west to east between 8.20 p.m. and 9.00 p.m.

1915     3    9  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees altitude observed from 9.00 p.m. to 11.45 p.m. It extended from Northwest to North‑northeast.

1915     3   24  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees altitude observed from 9.20 p.m. to 9.50 p.m. It extended from North‑northwest to North‑northeast. Four shafts or beams of light of about 8 degrees were observed at intervals between 9.30 p.m. and 9.45 p.m. They had a slow movement from West to East.

1915     4    7  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 7:45 p.m. in the form of a pale greenish arch with faint uniform glow, extending from azimuth 150o to 210o. Altitude of about 10o above horizon at central portion of arch. Ended during the night, p.m.

1915     4   17  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch (faint) observed from 9.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.

1915     4   17  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 10:10 p.m. Was then in the form of a pale greenish arch, extending from azimuth 155o to 205o. Altitude of center 15o. Quite bright near horizon. At this time occasional beams were passing slowly over the arch attended by brighter glows near the horizon. The beams sometimes extended upward 25o from horizon. At 10.20 p.m.the beams became more numerous, but the display appeared to be growing fainter. Ended sometime during the night, p.m.

1915     4   19  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees observed from 7.30 p.m. to 10.00 p.m. It extended from Northwest to North‑Northeast.

1915     4   20  EASTPORT            MAINE 
Auroral arch of about 18 degrees altitude observed from 8.30 p.m. to 10.00 p.m. It extended from Northwest to Northeast.

1915     4   22  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees altitude observed from 7.30 p.m. to 9.00 p.m. It extended from Northwest to Northeast.

1915     6    8  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A faint aurora was first observed at 9.15 p.m. continuing till during the night p.m. Faint uniform glow of pale greenish tint with but little detail. Azimuth 160o to 200o; altitude about 10o.

1915     6   12  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
Aurora borealis observed on the 12th from 12:35 to 11:20 p.m. as a faint white glow low down in north. Faint rays or columns were visible at 11:20 p.m.

1915     6   12  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20 degrees observed from 9.35 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. It extended from N.W. to N.E.

1915     6   12  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
Aurora borealis, considered bright for this locality, was noted on the night of the 12th, from 8.45 to 9.45 p.m. The maximum brilliancy was at 9.15 when the principal streamers reached from the horizon at a point 10 degrees west of the northern meridian to an altitude of 60 degrees. Bands of light appeared on the northern horizon, az. 160 degs., to 200 degs, with an average altitude of 40 degs. There was constant change in form, length and position. Most of the bands appeared to pass away and fade toward the northwest. The sky was apparently of brilliant clearness except that patches of nebulous film cloud, which may have been cirrus, were noted east of the meridian. A faint, rosy light illuminated the entire sky near the northern horizon during and after the display.

1915     6   12  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 9.15 p.m. although possibly had been visible for some time previous. When first observed it consisted of an arch extending from azimuth 155o to 205o; altitude 10o. The dark segment of the arch was well defined, upper boundary of arch a reddish strip about one degree in width. Besides this there were bright greenish yellow beams between azimuth 140o and 220o sometimes shooting across zenith. Several times between 9.30 and 10 p.m. the arch disappeared and reformed again, usually with a double arch for a brief period, but each time the display became less distinct. By 10.30 p.m. the display had diminished to a faint uniform glow with occasional beams. Ended sometime after midnight.

1915     6   13  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
A faint aurora was observed on the evening of the 13th. at Ladd Observatory of Brown University, but was not made a matter of record by them. Owing to many bright street lights in the vicinity of the office building, it was not seen at station. 

1915     6   17  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 9.15 p.m. Faint arch with uniform glow of pale greenish yellow, extending from azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 10o. The display continued until sometime after midnight.

1915     6   18  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
[need photocopy  with description]

1915     8    6  EASTPORT            MAINE
Very brilliant auroral arch of about 20 degrees altitude observed from 8.45 to 11.00 p.m. It extended from northwest to northeast. Five shafts of about 8 degrees were observed at intervals between 9.30 and 10.30 p.m. They had a rapid movement from west to east.

1915     9   16  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees observed between 9.10 and 9.30 p.m. It had rapid movement from west to east.

1915     9   22  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees observed between 9.10 and 9.20 p.m. It had rapid movement from west to east.

1915     9   28  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Auroras were noted on the 28th. and 29th. both were observed but a few minutes, and were of ordinary yellow streamers extending skyward about 45 degrees.

1915     9   28  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
An aurora was observed from 7 p.m. until during the night p.m. No other data available.

1915     9   29  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
[see entry for 9/28]

1915     9   29  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral light observed from 8.45 p.m. to 9.20 p.m.

1915    10   15  EASTPORT            MAINE
Very brilliant auroral arch of about 20 degrees altitude observed from 7.30 p.m. to 9.10 p.m. Several shafts or beams of light observed at intervals between 8.20 p.m. to 8.45 p.m. They had rapid movement from west to east.

1915    10   23  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
An aurora was observed between 11 o'clock and midnight on the 23rd. The moon shone brightly at the time, though extremely pale yellow flashes and streamers were prominent in the northwest. The display and changes were quite active and extended upward about 30 degrees.

1915    10   24  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15 degrees altitude observed from 11.20 p.m. to midnight. It extended from west to east. 

1915    10   31  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10 degrees from 6.45 p.m. Display was faint.

1915    11    5  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
Aurora borealis observed on the 5th: first noted as a formless glow, distinct, but not very bright, in northern sky from the horizon to 15o or 20o altitude, at 7:45 p.m. At 8:10 p.m. the glow was of greater extent and brighter with pale, white light; and an indistinct band, irregular or uneven as to brightness, brightest in west‑northwest, and separated from the glow mentioned, appeared, reaching to within 10o of the zenith. This band was not very distinct in the eastern part. There was still a good deal of glow in the north at 8:25, with the upper part of the band less distinct than earlier. No observation after 10 p.m.

1915    11    5  PORTLAND            MAINE
An aurora observed on the 5th instant from 9:10 p.m. to midnight. At 10:30 p.m. is was quite brilliant, beams of light extending almost to the zenith.

1915    11   15  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
A feint aurora was observed on the 15th. being merely a whitish glow lasting but a short time about 11:30 p.m.

1916     1   22  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 7:30 p.m. A pale yellow arch; azimuth 160o to 200o altitude at highest point about 15o; no distinguishing characteristics. Ended about 9 p.m.

1916     3    6  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1916     3   16  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
A fine aurora was reported to have occurred on the night of the 16th, but it was not observed at the station, and no careful descripition can be given.

1916     3   17  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1916     3   17  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
A report of a rather brilliant aurora, which occurred on the 17th., shortly after midnight, was received by this office from Mr. Peckham of the Narragansett Electric Lighting Co., and is undoubtedly authentic. The aurora was not observed by any member of the station force.

1916     3   29  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
There was a feint aurora, pale yellowish color, from about 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. the 29th.

1916     3   29  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
Aurora borealis observed at 9:30 p.m. on 29th., whitish streaks rising from the northern horizon, the height not being determined because of clouds. The aurora was first suspected considerably earlier from a pale illumination of the stratus clouds in the north. Cloudy and no sign of aurora at 10:15 p.m.

1916     3   29  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
[need photocopy of description]

1916     3   31  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1916     4   28  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 8 p.m. pale greenish yellow arch, azimuth 160o to 200o arch not well defined. Patches of so‑called "magnetic clouds" in north. Display consisted mostly of beams in rapid vertical motion at times shooting upward to zenith. Was visible at 11 p.m. Ended sometime after midnight.

1916     5   21  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
There was an aurora observed on the 21st. from 8:55 to 10:20 p.m. merely a white glow, with occasional streamers. No colors noticeable. Azimuth, 145o to 215o; altitude, of glow 42o; of streamers, 60o.

1916     5   21  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
Aurora borealis on the 21st: a faint glow on the northern horizon at 9:40 p.m., with very faint vertical rays; nothing visible at 11 p.m., but there was a little glow on the horizon at 11:20 p.m.

1916     5   21  EASTPORT            MAINE
A brilliant auroral display, said by many to be the most notable seen in Eastport for years, was observed on the 21st instant, between 9.00 p.m. and 11.00 p.m. It began with an auroral arch of no great magnitude, but this steadily increased in size, doubling and finally tripling in form, till it reached nearly to the zenith. At times waves of light rose from the horizon to the full height of the arch, flashing up with marked rapidity. Streamers also were quite frequent, reaching from the horizon to the zenith. The height of the display seemed to be reached between 9.50 p.m. and 10.15 p.m.

1916     5   21  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 8.15 p.m. Consisted of a pale grayish green arch Altitude at highest point 15o azimuth from 150o to 210o. Arch well defined. A few streamers were observed shooting a short distance vertically upward after 9.25 p.m. The display not unusually brilliant. Very faint at 10 p.m. Ended during the night p.m. between 10 and 11 o'clock.

1916     6   22  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
Aurora borealis on 22nd: there was a faint auroral glow on the northern horizon at 10 p.m. At 10:30 p.m. there were at least two faint vertical columns.

1916     6   30  EASTPORT            MAINE 
[monthly summary only]

1916     7    1  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
An aurora was visible during the opening hours of the first day of the month. So far as could be learned, it was visible from 1:20 to 1:40 a.m., and was just a feint arch, no streamers being visible.

1916     7    1  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
Aurora borealis on 1st: an intense glow observed on northern horizon at 12:45 a.m. on 1st; not visible at 1:30 a.m.

1916     7    5  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
A light as of an aurora was observed on some rolls of stratus cloud on the northern horizon at 7:45 p.m. on the 5th; at 8:20 p.m. it was observed through a break in the clouds on the northern horizon. A clear auroral glow was observed in the northern sky at 3 a.m. the following morning, ‑ the 6th.

1916     8   26  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
An auroral display was observed from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. The altitude of the arch was about 20o and the azimuth extended from about 120o to 220o. There were lively streamers of pale green ascending from a few degrees below the arch to an altitude of about 45o. The whole display was very brilliant. 
[also in 44 MWR 440, 1916]

1916     8   26  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
The only optical or electrical phenomenon, aside from lightning, observed during the month was an aurora on the night of the 26th. The display was not observed by any member of the station force, but was reported from various sources, believed to be reliable, to have been of exceptional brilliancy.
[also in 44 MWR 440, 1916]

1916     8   26  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 9.50 p.m. consisted of a narrow grayish arch; azimuth 165o to 195o Altitude of arch at highest point about 20o. Numerous streamers observed, some shooting to zenith. The display was unusually brilliant but of short duration. Ended at 10.20 p.m.
[also in 44 MWR 440, 1916]

1916     8   26  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT
Auroras were observed on the 26th and 28th. [44 MWR 440, 1916]

1916     8   28  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
Aurora borealis observed, 10:45 to 11 p.m. of the 28th; not bright, ‑ a glow on northern horizon with faint rays or streamers little more than suggested at intervals.
[also in 44 MWR 445, 1916]

1916     8   28  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
Aurora was reported to have occurred on the night of the 28th, but was not observed at the station by reason of artificial illumination in the city.
[also in 44 MWR 445, 1916]

1916     8   28  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT
[see entry for 8/26]

1916     9    2  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
An auroral glow observed on the 2nd, low down in the north, at 8 p.m. and later.

1916     9    2  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
On the evening of the 2nd an aurora was observed from the Harbor for an hour or more after 7.00 p.m. Az. south 160 west to 210 west. It was in the form of a band of light of 3 to 10 degrees altitude.

1916     9    2  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First noted at 9.10 p.m. Arch of pale greenish yellow extending from azimuth 160o to 200o, altitude 10o. A bank of low‑lying "Magnetic clouds" along northern horizon. At 9.15 p.m. bright glows were showing at various points of the arch and soon afterward bright beams began to flash toward the zenith. At 10 p.m. the clouds in the north were increasing and the auroral display was growing fainter. Continued at midnight.

1916     9    3  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: continued. At 2 a.m. the arch was still visible but growing faint. Ended during the night a.m.

1916     9    4  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Aurora, on 4th. observed from 8:15 p.m. to 10:15 p.m. It extended from about 170o to 190o, being narrow without any particular arch. It was mostly a flat sheet of pale yellowish light extending upward to about 30 degrees, with occasional streamers of the "Merry Dancers" order. They were quite narrow and extended upward to 40 degrees. 

1916     9    4  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
Another aurora was noted for a few minutes at about 9.00 p.m., on the evening of the 4th. Altitude 10 to 20 degs., Az. 180 to 210 degs.

1916     9    4  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
Faint aurora observed at 7:30 p.m.; continued only 30 minutes.

1916     9   26  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
A faint aurora observed at 8.15 p.m. Lasted only 20 minutes.

1916     9   30  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
On the 30th. an aurora was visible from 7:30 p.m. to 8:05 p.m. arch 157o to 202o, azimuth; altitude 15o/ Streamers of pale orange visible from 7:50 p.m. to the end of display.

1916     9   30  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
An aurora was observed from 7:55 to 8:15 p.m. on the 30th, and reported as early as 7 p.m. Well‑defined streamers extended up from the horizon in the north at 7:55 to 7:58 p.m., with a strong glow close to the horizon. At 8:15 only the bright glow on the northern horizon could be observed. About 9:30 nothing was observable except possibly a very faint glow low on the horizon.

1916     9   30  DURHAM              NEW HAMPSHIRE
One printed mention of this aurora has been noted, viz, in the "New Hampshire," a student's weekly publication at Durham, N.H., the location of the New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. In the issue of October 6 or 7 it was stated that a brilliant auroral display had been observed the preceding Saturday night [Sept. 30], the arch being conspicuous. ‑ Herbert C. Hunter, A.B. [44 MWR 508, 1916]

1916     9   30  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
A small auroal display was observed at 8:30 p.m., lasting only 30 minutes. It was not a marked display being only a white arch along the northern horizon extending about 45o with occasional pale white streamers shooting up to about 20o

1916     9   30  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 8 p.m. although had probably been visible earlier. Was in form of arch with some brighter beams. Pale yellow. Azimuth 160o to 200o Altitude 10o At times the brighter beams had an altitude of 30o; at 9 p.m. the display was much fainter. Ended during the night p.m.

1916    10    6  PORTLAND            MAINE
Aurora reported from 9:20 p.m. to 10:10 p.m. on the 6th

1916    10    6  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at about 10 p.m. but had evidently been visible for some time. At 10 p.m. it was in the form of bright beams flashing toward zenith between azimuth 150o and 210o. The beams appeared to move in vertical waves with but little lateral motion. The display ended during the night p.m. At 11 p.m. the moonlight was interfering with the display which soon became fainter.

1916    11    3  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
A small auroral display was observed at 8:07 p.m., lasting only 25 minutes. It consisted of a white arch along the northern horizon, extending about 45o with pale white streamers shooting up to about 20o.

1916    11   21  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
Aurora borealis on the 21st. Auroral light was observed at 3 a.m. on and near the northern horizon through rifts in stratus or alto‑stratus clouds.

1917     2   15  EASTPORT            MAINE
An auroral display occurred on the 15th from 8:40 p.m. to 10:15 p.m. Arch ‑ Azimuth, 135 Deg., to 225 deg., approx. Altitude, 20 deg. Streamers were from eastern half of the arch, and reached an altitude of 45 deg. The whole display was a very faint white. No color noticed at all.

1917     2   15  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 7.30 p.m. Simple arch of pale yellow. Azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 10o At 9.45 p.m. some faint streamers were noted over the eastern portion altitude 15o to 20o but ill defined. No other details. Ended during the night, p.m.

1917     7   22  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: Few vertical beams were noted at 9.15 p.m. lasting about fifteen minutes. Azimuth 170o to 190o altitude 15o to 25o. Pale yellow and quite faint.

1917     7   29  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroras were seen on the 29th and 31st. They consisted of an arched glow. No streamers were noted.

1917     7   31  EASTPORT            MAINE
[see entry for 7/29]

1917     8   10  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A faint aurora was observed at 10 p.m. Simple arch, azimuth 160o  to 200o altitude 6o to 8o extending upward from horizon.

1917     8   14  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
There were 3 Auroras during the month; On the 14th; one of the "Merry Dancers" type was observed in the Northwest from 11:15 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. streamers were of faint whitish color, shooting upwards to 50o; On the 20th there was another observer in the Northwest for a few minutes about 10:45 p.m. There was a pronounced arch with streamers of a whitish hue. Arch was about 10o North of true northwest and at about 35o altitude. From 11:30 p.m. to midnight there was a second display consisting mostly of faint, whitish streamers confined to the northwest. They were quite active. The display continued until nearly 1:00 a.m. the 21st. On the 25th. about 7:30 p.m. there was a clear yellowish glow appeared along the western horizon extending well beyond the northwest, which at 8:10 changed into an auroral display in northwest. It was a whitish yellow glow extending from 200o to 250o azimuth with top of display about 50o. At 8:35 streamers began; they were of an orange color towards the north and greenish on the northeastern edge, and at times appeared to be just one complete glow, then changing to narrow streamers again. It continued until about 8:45 and finally disappeared entirely about 9:00 o'clock.

1917     8   14  EASTPORT            MAINE
A brilliant auroral display was observed from 8:15 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., on the 14th. It consisted of a dull white arch (azimuth ‑ about 150o to 210o, altitude, about 20o) and streamers that reached beyond the zenith, a continuous quiver from beginning to end. No colors were noted.

1917     8   14  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND 
Numerous reports of an aurora on the evening of August 14th. were received from various parts of the state. Owing to the cloudy weather, the aurora was not observed at station in any detail, only a few glimpses of the display being obtained when the clouds broke away for a moment. The display as seen here consisted of white streamers, similar in character to the beam of light from a
searchlight.

1917     8   20  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
[see entry fo 8/14]

1917     8   21  EASTPORT            MAINE
An unusually brilliant auroral display was observed from 8:45 p.m. to 10:50 p.m. on the 21st. No arch was visible ‑ just pulsating glows in every quarter of the sky, with occasional flashes extending across the sky. The most brilliant, also the most rapid, "dancers" emanated from the eastern and western portions of the sky. Even in the southern sky occasional lights would be seen. The color was white with a faint suggestion of a very light yellow.

1917     8   21  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 9.50 p.m. but had evidently been visible for some time previous. Color pale greenish yellow. When observed was in the form of numerous roundish patches moving jerkily over nearly the whole sky except a small portion of the southern quadrant. The movement was very similar to the reflections of a mirror manipulated in the sunlight. At times the patches would be nearly stationary for a short period. The sizes of the patches ranged from 2o to 5o in diameter. The general movement was upward from near the horizon toward a point considerably south of the zenith and at times beyond the constellation of the Sickle. The display was wide in extent. The glow was visible near the horizon from azimuth 45o to 315o although not so clearly defined in the northern quadrant where faint narrow beams were more predominant. The display continued after midnight. It was becoming fainter and less movement was observed at 11.30 p.m.

1917     8   25  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
[see entry fo 8/14]

1917     8   25  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
A striking auroral display was observed from 8.40 to 10. p.m. of the 25th. The first appearance was an arc of whitish light touching the horizon at 20 degrees west and 25 degrees east of the meridian and reaching upward 20 degrees. From it streamers of pink light, at times becoming flaming red and at other times bluish, extended upward, frequently as far as the zenith. At 9.05 a white band, extending nearly across the sky from east to west, drifted diagonally across the zenith, moving southeastward and entirely separate from the display in the northern sky.

1917     9    5  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only] 

1917     9    5  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
A faint aurora observed at 7:30 p.m., lasted only 40 minutes.

1917     9    5  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: In early morning. Reported in the "Free Press" time not given. Was not observed at station. Was said by those who saw it to have been the oddest sky phenomenon they had ever seen. The predominating color was red.

1917     9    8  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1917     9   12  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1917     9   12  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: Observed from 9 p.m. to during the night, p.m. Faint arch of pale yellow, azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 5o. Not well defined.

1917     9   21  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1917    10    3  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1917    10   13  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1917    11   12  EASTPORT            MAINE
There were inconspicuous auroras on the 12th and 13th.

1917    11   12  PORTLAND            MAINE
A brilliant aurora occurred on the night of the 12th. It was not observed from this office.

1917    11   13  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
An Aurora was observed on the 13th. from about 9:30 to 10:30 p.m. At first it appeared about 25o along the northern horizon and about 25o high. Of a flat whitish appearance, finally becoming more yellowish and less dense, extending higher and shortly before its termination, there were several streamers that extended upward to about 45 degrees.

1917    11   13  EASTPORT            MAINE
[see entry for 11/12]

1917    11   13  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 8.30 p.m. ended during the night p.m. Pale arch azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 10o. No special characteristics.

1917    12   16  EASTPORT            MAINE
An aurora was observed on the 16th. It was a very inconspicuous display.

1917    12   17  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: Observed from 7 p.m. to during the night p.m. Pale irregular arch, azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 5o to 10o


1918     1   29  EASTPORT            MAINE
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[monthly summary only]

1918     1   30  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     2   10  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     2   13  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     2   14  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
There was an aurora on the 14th. visible from midnight to 2:00 a.m. it was bright whitish in color and without any streamers, merely a glow, 18 to 20 degrees high.

1918     3    3  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Auroras were noted on the 3rd. 7th. and 8th; The exhibit on the 3rd. was merely a whitish glow, with occasional streamers of the same color, visible from 8:45 to 9:00 p.m. ...

1918     3    3  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     3    3  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
A faint aurora was noted on the 3d, from 8 to 8.15 p.m., attaining an altitude of 45 to 50 degrees.

1918     3    3  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
Two auroral displays were observed during the month, on the 3rd. and 7th. The aurora observed on the 3rd. was rather faintly visible, consisting of whitish streamers extending upward from 3 to 10 degrees.

1918     3    3  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Observed from 7.30 p.m. to 9.00 p.m. Azimuth 160o to 190o Altitude 15o In the form of streamers. Color pale yellow.

1918     3    7  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
 ... On the 7th. the display was first observed at 7:45 p.m. as a faint yellow glow, later changed to a pink glow, streamers moving slowly, and it was at its best from about 10:45 to 11:00 p.m. It extended widely from the Northwest to the northeast and color returned to yellowish toward midnight, when display slowly dispersed and was last seen about 1:30 a.m. the 8th.

1918     3    7  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
An aurora was observed on the 7th. It was visible from about 8:15 p.m. to 9.00 p., clouds interfering with observation after 9:00 p.m. It consisted of a broad, irregular arch extending in azimuth from about 110 to 240 degrees, and was generally visible from about altitude 25 upward to 70 degrees. Streamers were present, and at times these were observed to flash several degrees south of the zenith. The color was nearly white with a greenish tinge in some places. At times a reddish tinge could also be seen in some spots. It was reported that telegraph and telephone lines were operated with considerable difficulty during the night.

1918     3    7  EASTPORT            MAINE
The month was replete with auroras and halos; the aurora on the 7th‑8th producing the most brilliant display seen here in years.

1918     3    7  PORTLAND            MAINE
A brilliant aurora observed from 10:20 p.m. to 11:35 p.m. The smoke from a conflagration near the office, due to the burning of the Press Building, greatly interfered with the observation. The display was unusual in several respects. One noteworthy feature of the flashing rays were the colors thereof, the hues at times being red, white and blue, or a fairly good resemblance. The effect upon electrical communication was decidedly pronounced, a suspension of telegraph service being necessary for fully fifteen minutes at the time the aurora was at its height. A peculiar feature of these electric phenomena was the fact that the influence upon the wire service was considerably more perceptible on underground lines than upon those overhead.

1918     3    7  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
On the night of the 7th there occurred the finest auroral display observed at this station in many years. It was remarkable in that at times it covered nearly the whole sky. First noted at 8.00 p.m., from 20o west to 50o east of the meridian as streamers of rosy light which ascended to the Zenith and later drifted across the entire eastern half of the dome, weakening as they approached the southeastern horizon. At 8.45 this display nearly disappeared, but auroral light was observed again soon after 9.00 p.m., having then the aspect of illuminated cirrus with red, pink and purple patches, drifting southeastward and ultimately covering the sky. This condition persisted until after midnight in the northern quadrant.

1918     3    7  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
Keeper of Sankaty Head Light reports a beautiful Aurora from 9:00 p.m. to 11: p.m.

1918     3    7  NEW BEDFORD         MASSACHUSETTS
At 10:30 when the activity was at its height, the entire northern sky was ablaze with greenish white light with countless streamers continuously darting up toward the zenith, the light being almost as bright as moonlight. ... The entire heavens, with the exception of a space of about 30o from the southern horizon, was covered with a luminous cloud‑like formation very similar to the familiar "mare's tails" except that they were constantly changing form, appearing and disappearing, streaks from north, south, east, and west converging in one small spot a little south of the zenith in the constellation Leo, just east of the Sickle. Very gradually, while all this was at its height, a faint orange red (in some places pinkish) glow appeared, arching the entire heavens from east to west. This glow slowly deepened in color, advancing from light red successively through vermilion and crimson of different intensity in different parts of the sky, until it vanished in about half an hour's time as a very deep purple barely distinguishable from the ordinary color of the night sky. All through this beautiful glow the greenish light constantly waved and shimmered like a silk flag blown out by the breeze. The peculiar part of the display was that at the north, where the greenish light was the most vivid, there was not the faintest trace of the red glow, that not commencing until an altitude of 60o or more was reached, while it descended all the way to the horizon in the east and west. ‑ Vincent Francis.
[47 MWR 408, 1919; reprinted from Popular Astronomy, April, 1918, pp. 278‑279.]

1918     3    7  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
[monthly summary only]

1918     3    7  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
On the 7th., a brilliant auroral display was visible from 10:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. It consisted mostly of white to greenish lights, but between 10:30 p.m. and 10:45 p.m. and between 11:00 p.m. and 11:15 p.m., there were large patches of flaming red light in the west northwest and high in the east, most noticeable in the WNW. At 10:30 p.m., streamers seemed to radiate from a point near the zenith, and after 11 p.m. from a wide, irregular arch in the NNW, 10o to 15o high at the highest point. Display extended at times to all portions of the sky. Pulsations were noted in the red lights, but the white and green were mostly steady, although there was a constant and rapid change in form.

1918     3    7  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
First observed at 8.00 p.m. In the form of streamers of red, green and yellow changing color frequently. Azimuth 90o to 270o altitude 90o At 10.30 p.m. bright auroral corona had formed around Polaris. At 11.30 p.m. the corona began fading out. The display ended during the night. Was unusually brilliant. [also 47 MWR 406, 1919]

1918     3    8  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
First observed at 7.30 p.m. pale greenish yellow. Simple arch. Azimuth 150o to 210o Altitude 10o A bank of "magnetic" clouds low down on north horizon obscured the lower part of arch. At 8 p.m. the arch appeared to be brightening somewhat. Ended during the night p.m.

1918     3   11  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     3   15  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     3   15  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: Simple arch of pale yellow. Azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 6o observed from 7.30 p.m. to during the night p.m. No especial characteristics.
1918     4    3  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     4    4  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
Auroras were reported on the evenings of the 4th and 5th.

1918     4    4  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 8 p.m. In the form of light patches low in northern Horizon, partly obscured by a bank of clouds. Azimuth 160o to 200o altitude but a few degrees. The light continued gradually increasing in height. At 11 p.m. a distinct arch of pale greenish yellow was visible altitude 10o. Beneath the arch it was much darker than the surrounding sky. At 11.30 p.m. pale yellow beams were moving along the circumference of the arch. The display continued after midnight.

1918     4    5  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Auroras were observed on the 5, 6, and 7th; The display on the 5th. was observed at 7:40 p.m. merely a narrow yellowish band about 10 degrees above horizon, and extending ten degs. on each side of north. By 8 p.m. it had changed into a glow of smow color extending in arch shape upward to 30 degrees, but no material increase in extent. On the south side there were black and white patches resembling clouds; quite transparent, and stars visible through it. Occasionally streamers and wave motion would extend upward to or beyond the zenith. These conditions continued at midnight and without any decided change until about 1:00 a.m. the 6th. ...

1918     4    5  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
[see entry for 4/4]

1918     4    5  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     4    5  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
A striking auroral display was observed from 7 p.m., to near midnight of the 5th, the maximum brilliancy being 9 to 9.30 (10 to 10.30 summer time)  A dense black band extended from the horizon to alt. 10, Az. 125 to 215o A band of light 3 to 5o in depth paralleled the edge of the dark area and streamers of light reached thence upward at times to the zenith. The black area, which had the appearance of a dense strato‑cumulus cloud, at about 9.30 became shot through by beams and patches of light which caused the apparent cloud to disappear. The auroral display was nearly dissipated by 10.30 p.m.

1918     4    5  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
A faint Aurora was observed from 7:28 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
1918     4    5  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
A bright aurora display was observed from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. The altitude of the arch was about 20o and the azimuth extended from 120o to 240o with streamers of pale yellow shooting up to an altitude about 40o 

1918     4    5  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
A rather unusual auroral display was observed on the evening of the 5th. It was first noted at 7:47 p.m., and continued, with varying degrees of intensity to 11:00 p.m., and perhaps later. As first seen, it consisted of a hazy arch of greenish‑white light, rising about 20o above the horizon at its highest point. The arch intercepted an arc of the horizon extending from about 130o to 210o of azimuth. Below this arch, there was an ill‑defined cloud‑like patch of light of the same color as the arch itself. One or two streamers were faintly visible, extending upward from the arch. At 8:40 p.m., the aurora had increased in brilliancy, consisting of a bright green band or ribbon with streamers extending up 35 or 40 degrees above the horizon. At 8:50 p.m., the band was somewhat broken, but still bright, and a faint rosy tint was noted along its lower edge. At 9:00 p.m., the brightness had diminished decidedly, only a whitish arch with a few streamers being seen. At 11 p.m., pale whitish streamers extended up from the horizon to at least 45o of altitude, and were in constant motion, waving and pulsating in a manner that resembled the movements of fine spray from a fountaion or waterfall when driven about by the wind.

1918     4    5  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 8 p.m. Illuminated arch of pale greenish yellow with very little of dark segment beneath. Azimuth 140o to 220o altitude 45o wirh beams shooting to zenith at intervals. At 9 p.m. bright glows were moving over arch near horizon at times showing bright reds and yellows. The display was fainter at 9.30 p.m. Continued after midnight.

1918     4    6  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
On the 6th. an aurora of a pale yellow color was observed about 9:30 p.m. and thence to midnight. The display was confined to a limited area in north with slowly moving streamers at intervals. The streamers extending upward to about 45 degs. The display continued for nearly an hour on the 7th.

1918     4    6  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     4    6  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
A faint aurora was observed from 8 p.m. to 9.15 p.m. No streamers.

1918     4    6  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: From the previous day was still visible after 2 a.m. Aurora: First observed shortly before 8 p.m. Faint arch of pale greenish yellow azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 10o No especial features. Ended during the night, p.m.

1918     4    7  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     4   10  EASTPORT            MAINE 
[monthly summary only]

1918     4   10  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 10 p.m. had probably been visible for some time previous. Faint arch of pale yellow azimuth 160o to 200o altitude 10o At time observed faint beams were moving over arch. Continued at midnight.

1918     4   11  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     4   11  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora still visible at 2 a.m.

1918     5    8  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     5   12  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
On the night of May 12 at 9.20 a band of light appeared above a dense mass near the northern horizon. The width of the apparent cloud mass was about 10o and of the band of light 5o to 10o. Azimuth 135o to 225o.

1918     5   16  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Auroras were observed on the 16th. and 17th. It began on the 16th. about 8:00 p.m. being of feint whitish streamers and patches of white appeared, lasting intermittently until about 12:30 a.m. the 17th. Main part of the display was about 40o altitude and extended from due NW to due NE, Little if any motion was seen, but it was very bright towards the end of the display.

1918     5   16  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
On May 16th an aurora was observed from 8.00 to 9.30 p.m. It was brilliant, notwithstanding the bright moon. Streamers without pronounced color extended upward from 10o to 15o above the horizon to the zenith, gradually waning and receding after 8.30.

1918     5   16  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
Surfmen report a well defined Aurora from nine twenty p.m. to four a.m. Friday May 17th.

1918     5   16  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
An auroral display consisting of a few whitish streamers in the NNW was observed on the evening of the 16th.

1918     8   15  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     8   15  PORTLAND            MAINE
Aurora reported as occurring this p.m. Not seen by the observer at this station. Auroral display from about 9:30 p.m. until after midnight.

1918     8   15  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
It was reported that a faint auroral glow was visible from 10 p.m. of the 15th till after midnight.

1918     8   25  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     8   25  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed shortly aft

1918     8   25  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed shortly after 9 p.m. Beams of pale yellow shooting to zenith. Azimuth 180o to 200o Probably extended farther eastward but moonlight interfered with display. Faint partial arch. Ended during the night p.m.

1918     9    2  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918     9    2  PROVIDENCE	     RHODE ISLAND
A faint aurora was observed from 10 to 10.30 p.m., of the 2nd, in the form of a patch of greenish-white light of 5 degrees altitude extending along the northern horizon. No streamers were noted and only faint pulsations.

1918     9   24  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed at 9.30 p.m. Arch of pale greenish yellow low down in north. Azimuth 165o to 195o altitude only a few degrees. No especial features. A few beams. The rising moon interfered with the display. Ended during the night p.m.

1918     9   29  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
There was an auroral display on the 29th. being in evidence from 7:40 to about 10:00 p.m. It then appeared as low, long whitish and illy defined band reaching from north to Northeast and extending about 10 to 15 degrees upward to about 40 degrees altitude, otherwise the whole display showed no motion.

1918    10    1  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918    10    1  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: Faint, observed from 8 p.m. to during night p.m. Azimuth 160o to 200o altitude only a few degrees.

1918    10    8  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Aurora: - on the 8th, observed an intensely white, narrow, ill-defined band of light from 7:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. altitude ten to fifteen degrees, extended from point about 40o west of north to point about 40o east of north. When observed it showed no signs of color, and showed no streamers: neither was any motion observed.

1918    10    8  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918    10    8  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
A faint aurora was observed at 9.30 p.m. of the 8th. According to the local press it continued past midnight and became quite brilliant shortly after that time.

1918    10    8  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora: First observed shortly after 8 p.m. Faint double arch of pale yellow. Azimuth 135o to 225o altitude 25o Dark segment not well defined. At 8.45 p.m. a third arch appeared beneath others, altitude 20o with a few beams moving over lower arch. At 9 p.m. all had merged into a faint single arch. Ended during the night p.m.

1918    10   19  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918    10   23  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918    11    1  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918    11   10  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Auroras were observed on the 10th. and 25th. The former, first observed about 7:50 p.m. as an ill-defined band of whitish light, fairly bright, lower edge about 5 degs. above horizon, and upper limit about 10 degs. above horizon. Extended horizontally about 25o to 30o either side of north. Showed no motion, no coloring, no streamers, and seemed to be uniform in brilliancy throughout.; had grown very feint by 9:15 but between 10:50 p.m. and 11:15 p.m. display showed some degree of motion, with streamers extending up to about 35o above horizon; seemed then to be somewhat brighter in northwest. [for remainder see below on 25th]

1918    11   10  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918    11   11  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1918    11   25  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
display first seen at about 10:30 p.m. and disappeared about 11:30 p.m. strongest about 10o to 35o E of N. appeared as broken, irregular - no colors - no streamers, dark patches, alternating with light masses. There was no motion seen, and the display extended upward 20 to 30o above horizon.

1918    11   29  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

p.m. of the 15th till after midnight.


1919     1    4  EASTPORT            MAINE
 Silverman: New England Auroras, 1919                Page 47

[monthly summary only]

1919     1    5  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora first observed at 6.30 p.m. faint arch of pale yellow, azimuth 160o to 200o altitude a few degrees. Ended at 8 p.m.

1919     1   28  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1919     1   31  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1919     2   13  EASTPORT            MAINE
[see entry for 2/27]

1919     2   20  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
There was a display of the aurora on the 20th. and 27/28th. On the 20 it was first seen about 9:00 p.m. best developed about 11:00 p.m. last seen 11:15 p.m. silvery white and dark in irregular patchy design not over 30o high and from about 20o W of N to about 70o E of N. no motion, no coloring, no streamers. ...

1919     2   20  EASTPORT            MAINE
[see entry for 2/27]

1919     2   20  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
An auroral display of ordinary brilliancy is reported to have occurred from about 11.30 p.m. of the 20th to somewhat past midnight.

1919     2   20  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
[monthly summary only]

1919     2   20  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
First observed at 9 p.m. pale green, azimuth 160o to 200o altitude about 20o A few beams. Continued at midnight.

1919     2   21  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora ended during the night a.m.

1919     2   22  EASTPORT            MAINE
[see entry for 2/27]

1919     2   26  EASTPORT            MAINE
[see entry for 2/27]

1919     2   27  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
First seen about 10:30 p.m. appeared as a silvery white in Northwest, to a silvery gray band eastward; of varying width, base about 10o above horizon; extended from about 30o W of N to about 45o E of N. no coloring, no streamers, but top of band showed apparent wave‑motion, at times extending to near zenith, The display continued into the 28th until at least 12:30 a.m., at which time it was well‑developed 

1919     2   27  EASTPORT            MAINE
Faint auroras were observed on the 13, 20, 22 and 26th. The aurora of the 27 and 28th was very bright. A faint auroral arch was observed at 7:00 p.m. of the 27th. The arch gradually lost its distinctness of form, giving place to patches and streamers of light which literally covered the northern sky. By 10:30 p.m. streamers had lengthened to such an extent as to converge at a zenith about 5 degrees south of the perpendicular. Faint red color was noted due west. Light was brightest in the west and northeast and extended about thirty five or forty degrees into the southern sky, decreasing as the "great arch" was passed. The aurora was still very bright when last observed at about 1:30 a.m.

1919     2   27  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
A faint aurora was also observed at about 9.30 p.m. on the 27th. The reports of both occurrences [including that of 2/20] are believed to be trustworthy although not verified by any one connected with the local office of the weather bureau.

1919     3    6  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Auroras were noted on the 6, and 21st. On the 6th. the display was first seen at 7:20 p.m. appearing as a narrow, but quite bright arch extending from pt. due NW to pt. due NE. and reaching about 30 to 35 degrees above the horizon; showed no motion no coloring, no streamers, and disappeared rapidly about 7:35 p.m. Later in the evening, about 9:30 to 11:30 an extremely faint glow just above northern horizon may have been a very weak auroral display. ...

1919     3    6  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Auroras were observed during the evenings of the 6th, 13th, and 20th, the last one continuing past midnight into the morning of the 21st. They are described as follows in the daily Local Record. 6th. ‑ "First observed at 9 p.m. Simple arch of pale yellow; azimuth 165o to 195o; altitude a few degrees."

1919     3   13  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
[continued from 3/6] 13th. ‑ "First observed at 10 p.m., probably began earlier. Faint, partial arch; moonlight interfered with display."

1919     3   20  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
[continued from 3/6] 20th. ‑ "First observed at 10.30 p.m. Had probably been visible for some time previous. Pale yellow arch, not well‑defined, but with numerous bright beams and a number of bright glows. Azimuth 90o to 270o; altitude 45o. Beams and bright patches shooting across zenith. At times the beams covered nearly the whole sky. Fainter at 11.30 p.m. The rising moon interfered with visibility of the display. Aurora ended during the early a.m. of the 21st."

1919     3   21  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
On the 21st. there was a display of about ten degrees on each side of North, about 20 degrees high, appeared as a whitish glare beneath a bank of clouds; after 10:00 p.m. clouds lifted and 3 or 4 active streamers appeared, extending upward from 30 to 40 degrees.

1919     3   21  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
[monthly summary only]

1919     4    9  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1919     4   19  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1919     4   21  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1919     4   21  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
The aurora was in the form of an arch of white light; altitude about 15o.

1919     4   22  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
An aurora on the 22nd. was observed from 9:30 p.m. to midnight, but the display was insignificant. It appeared as steady, bright, whitish glow, and extended up to about 15o above horizon, and 20o on each side of North. There was no coloring, motion, or rays, observed.

1919     4   22  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1919     5    1  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1919     5    2  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
An aurora was observed on the 2nd. It was first noticed about 8:30 p.m., when a very large part of the northern sky was covered with silvery white back ground of light, shutting out stars and extending over 40o altitude; later a bright band 5o wide appeared, which extended nearly across the sky at an altitude of 30o. Display much brighter and more extensive than usual. Little or no coloring was seen, but considerable motion, the streamers extending at times nearly to zenith. Display extended into the 3rd. and was still visible at 2:15 a.m., although reduced to a faint glow.

1919     5    2  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
An aurora display was observed from 8:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. The altitude of the arch was about 20o, and the azimuth extended from about 130o to 230o, with streamers of pale green ascending to an altitude of about 40o.

1919     5    5  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1919     8    2  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1919     8   11  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]
1919     8   11  PORTLAND            MAINE
An exceptionally brilliant auroral display reported as occurring between 11 p.m. and midnight. Long streamers that turned to bright pink came out of the north and passed over the station, lasting only a few minutes. Not observed from this office.

1919     8   11  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
[monthly summary only]

1919     8   11  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Band of aurora borealis reported as visible overhead between 10.30 and 11 p.m.

1919     9   15  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroras were observed on the 15, 17, 18, and 19th.

1919     9   17  EASTPORT            MAINE
[see entry for 9/15]

1919     9   18  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Auroras: ‑ 18th. Appeared in indistinct silvery whitish band on horizon about 7:30 p.m. extended about 25o above horizon and from pt. 30o west of north to pt. 50o East of north. Western end the brightest, no motion, no coloring, and no streamers seen, lasting till about 2:00 a.m. the 19th.

1919     9   18  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
On the 18th an aurora was observed from 8:45 p.m. to 9:20 p.m.

1919     9   18  EASTPORT            MAINE
[see entry for 9/15]

1919     9   19  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
A second display appeared about 7:15 p.m. and was similar to the one of the previous night; a silvery white band reaching from the horizon up to about 20o and extending horizontally from pt. 70o west of north to pt. 35o east of north. Stars could easily be seen through it and occasionally small clouds slightly obscured it. About 7:20 p.m. a single streamer shot up for a considerable distance and a wave‑like motion was then seen throughout the display. It was still visible at 10:00 p.m. but clouds obscured it entirely, probably before midnight.

1919     9   18  EASTPORT            MAINE
[see also entry for 9/15]
A faint aurora was observed at 6:40 p.m. of the 19th. It consisted of a faint arch of about 40 degrees radius and a few streamers of about 10 degrees length above the arch. By 7:00 p.m. the streamers had lengthened so that they met at a common center several degrees south of the perpendicular. Faint red and green colors were noted when the display was brightest, between 7:10 p.m. and 7:20 p.m. The glow was brightest in the western sky and disappeared entirely shortly after 8:00 p.m. Streamers and bands of light were unusually active between 7:05 p.m. and 7:20 p.m.

1919     9   24  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Observed from 8:25 to 8:35 p.m. through a rift in the clouds; part of display extended from pt. 20o west of north to pt. 30o east of north, but western portion was cut off by some clouds. There was some wave motion, also rays would now and then shoot upward to about 45o above the horizon. Display showed a silvery white, no other colors being present. By 10:00 p.m. the northern portion of sky cleared, but display had vanished entirely before that time.

1919    10    1  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
[monthly summary only]

1919    10    1  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
Aurora first seen in the north, then northeast, east, west, and northwest, in spite of bright moon light. A very green light increased constantly in intensity until 8:20 p.m. then the tips of the streamers became deep rose color. At 8:58 the Aurora is all over the sky; streamers near the horizon come from the south as well as from other points to a vertex at R.A. (1885.0) 22 hr. 10 m. Dec. (1885.0) +23o. At ;10:30 p.m. Aurora not so brilliant, green in color only now. Vertex is now about R.A. (1885.0) 23rh. 20 m. Dec. (1885.0) +22o.

1919    10    1  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
[monthly summary only]

1919    10    1  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
The most interesting phenomenon of the month was a beautiful and brilliant auroral display which was observed from 8:35 p.m. to 9:45 p.m. (normal time) on the evening of October 1st. It is probable that the display began some little time before this, the first faint, generally‑diffused glow of the aurora being mistaken for a thin veil of alto‑stratus cloud; but by 8:35 p.m. its character was unmistakably evident. At that time it consisted of a low, whitish arch in the north, its center about 10o above the horizon. From this arch, rather poorly defined streamers extended upward to about 45 degrees above the horizon. Later, the display became much finer, covering fully three‑fourths of the sky about 9:00 p.m. The streamers were mostly green or greenish‑white; but in the northwest a few rose‑colored streamers were noted. The streamers shifted with considerable rapidity, pulsating and shimmering like the spray from a fountain when blown about by the wind. The "drapery" form of aurora was noted about 9:00 p.m. The low, flat arch in the north was about 80o in length, extending from about 140 to 220 degrees in azimuth. At 9:15 p.m., streamers seemed to radiate from a point about 10o south of the zenith. The display was continuing with but slight diminished brilliancy when clouds obscured it at about 9:45 p.m. 

1919    10    1  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
Aurora borealis, first observed at 10.10 p.m. Rays radiated almost to horizon from an arc or nucleus in the zenith, completely covering the sky at times like a huge umbrella. Very little color ‑‑ mostly white. Occasional flashes of red visible in wave‑like motions from horizon toward zenith. Details constantly changed but general form remained as described for an hour or more. Still visible at 11.30.

1919    10   17  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Auroas occurred on the 17, 22, and 28th.
17th. first noticed about 10:15 p.m. and for 15 to 20 minutes thereafter. Was weak and faint display, consisting merely of an indefinite, silvery white glow that extended about 20 degrees on either side of north and upward from the horizon about 12o; no motion, nor streamers nor coloring noticed; it appeared slightly brighter toward its western end. A few small clouds were seen to pass across it, and one or two stars appeared through it.

1919    10   17  EASTPORT            MAINE
Faint Auroral glow observed in the North from about 6.30 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.

1919    10   17  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
Aurora was visible from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in the north; streamers were white in color but very faint.

1919    10   22  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
First seen about 10:15 p.m. and for about 35 mins. thereafter. The main portion of the display was an indefinite, though bright band of silvery white light, extending upward from the horizon to about 20o, from this band streamers at times shot upward to 60o or 70o above horizon. Occasionlly a streamer would appear to migrate from east to west. One streamer showed a reddish tinge. The main part of the display showed a suggestion of yellow coloring at times in its northwest portion. The display was brightest from 10:25 to 10:35 p.m.

1919    10   23  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 25 degrees observed from 7.25 p.m. to 7.58 p.m. Streamers were noted. No colors.

1919    10   28  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
First observed at 9:30 p.m. and still visible at 11 o'clock. Irregular though bright patch of silvery white light, resting on horizon and extending about 10o upward; extended from 10o to 30o east of north; there were no streamers, and the degree of lightness continued uniformly, and without any motion.

1919    11   16  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral glow observed from 5.40 p.m. to 9.10 p.m. No streamers and no colors observed.

1919    11   19  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT 
First observed about 9:30 p.m. as a small ill‑defined glow of silvery white light, located from 10 to 20o E of N. and about 5o above the horizon. It extended into the 20th. and was last noticed about 2:30 a.m. It was then larger and brighter, extending 5o ‑ 25o east of North, and 5o to 15o upward. Entire display was devoid of motion, streamers and coloring.




